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About This Game
Description!
Play your own songs to three different game modes on, newly updated to, eight different maps, or fight the three unlockable
bosses! Play on 5d3b920ae0

Title: Rhythm Rush!
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KFriske Studios
Publisher:
KFriske Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017
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This is a very good game! I was so amazed at the amount of content in it! Totally worth the low price point! If you have the
money I recommend you get this game! Pros: Low-price Tight/Easy Controls Import your own songs for endless replayablility
Many maps to choose Different game modes that all go with the beat The bosses are sweet to fight Colorful Awesome Looking
Very Optimized Updated a lot to fix/add stuff Range of difficulty Achievements/Trading cards Cons: None This is one of my
favorite buys.. Very fun! It has been updated a lot already and it hasn't been out for a month! It is a great buy!. dis is gud game.
buy dis game. 10/10 IGN. You won't be disapointed. Well worth the money.. It is a very good dame but the sensitivity is way to
high for me, i even put it on minimum sensitivity.. buy this game, it is cheap, fun and relaxing. it has very little in songs but what
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i did was download some youtube songs and put them into the game. i would get unlimited power and country rounds by
jaroslav beck, battle6 by taku iwasaki, and countdown by deltron 3030.. After about a good twenty minutes with the game, I can
honestly say that it leaves much to be desired, especially considering other options such as Audiosurf and Melody's Escape.
Don't get me wrong, the concept and style are excellent, but it just isn't implemented in a way that feels very natural. Keeping
with my honesty, I did go into this game with a grain of salt, and I wouldn't really reccomend this.. I can run in the 90's.
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